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Medieval chivalry is still today the dominant figure in any rrposition of that 
age, given the persistent continuity of the nineteenth century romantic vision. 
However, the nineteenth century had, in turn, received a legacy froin the previous 
century of material reworked and selected according to the needs of its sensitivity 
to the social and litcrary inventiorl of "itsu Middle Ages. In fact, it was during 
the eighteeiith century that historical erudition, political debate, literature and 
architectural evocation contributed to building an  emotional climate characterized 
by the evocation of tbe Middle Ages. The development of late medieval chivalry 
as the "religion" of the nobility was then recovered, not only in law but above al], 
in heart and mind, thanks to the Renaissance transformation of the knight into a 
gentleman. 
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1. The perception of the Middle Ages in today's world 
The capacity wliich the Middle Ages has consistently shown to re-invent itself 
over the centuries, going well beyond the limiis of academia to embrace many 
expressions of Westrrn society, is historically unique. A re-worked Middle Ages is, 
in fact, an ever-present feature of our world and cultural-anthropological horizons 
to the extent that ihe reasons Sor its existence are sometinies diffictilt 11ot only to 
inierpret but even to determine so rooted are they in our patrimony of widely held 
pre-conceptions. In other words, it is to appeal to the "unconscious Middle Ages" 
in each and every one of us that, for example, that adveriisers consistently resort to 
direct and de-coiitextualised medieval symbols to promote a product.' 
There is also today, however, a consciously promoted media Middle Ages in 
popular literature, comics, films and television consisiing of adventure stories ser iii 
the Middle Ages and, as such, of gtiaranteed public success. That these adventures 
allow us to escape into an alternative world whcrc we project needs and desires 
frustrated in modern life is too obvious to reqtiire supporting evidente. Adventure is 
clearly not only medieval: from the western genre to the "archaeological" escapade 
Indiana Jones style, to mention only two, the inechanistns of the stories follow 
the same dynamic of action, suspense and cathartic ending. But there is no  doubt 
that the medieval adventure has something extra, linked to its setting in a far-off 
time which does not, however, feel alien (unlike ancierit Ronie, for example, which 
meets with very limited popular success) and allows us to switch off froni our every 
day lives but not from its emotions, tlianks to pre-conceptions of the Middle Ages, 
wliich appear even in ihe symbols of advertising. 
l .  Soi~ie xvn~ples from recen1 adveriising in Iralian magazincr and ncwspapers: a) woman with cuirass. 
arrnour, crossed shield und swoid (Joan of Are style) io adveriisc Euclorina Biacco. "piotccts froln the 
auack o1 germs and bacteria" (weekly "Anna". various issues o! 1999): b) barre1 hclmet, cross shield 
against which knight's swords, a inacc and ari axc are heing thrown, "aiili interne1 provider. Let's assrrl 
our rights. How to protect ourselves against inefficiency" (cover ol ihe manthly "Interiiet ~Magazine". 
February 2001 ); c) entrance toa casiie defcndrd by two round battlemented towers, ori ihc door panoply 
with shield above two lances wirh crossed weaihcr vanes inscribed "Lord Kyrcin" to advertise "Kyron 
Prince of SUVs" (newspaprr "La Siarnpa". 25 November 2005); d)  a íirxible base of plates aird chainmail 
o ~ ~ i o  whicli ihe handle of a car gear stick has been graficd to promote the autornatic gears of ihe Alfa 
159: "Discover a more modern drive' (newspaper "La Stumpu, 14 Scprcniber 2007). These are jiiri four 
rxamples irom a long lis1 that use medieval symbols to communicate various messages. In a) and b) the 
presente of ihe slrield and armoiir evoke tbe idea of defencc -1n ihe lornlrr against the attack of  rni- 
crobes, in the lauer againsi ihosc who underinii~e our riglits. rnade explicit by rhe iefercnce to offensive 
wcaponry The messageput across by rhe caslle and panoply is diffeieni (c) ihe SUV recms lo proriiote 
rlie lifestyle of thosc who drive i t  (lord, priilre) marked out by the residente of a medieval nobiernan. 
Finally, in d)  ihe camplcx mcchanism whicli, though invented. has a medieval feel lo ir refers ro the 
technology oi the past lnow rcndt:red out-of-date by the vutornatic gearshift. To coiiclude. in iwo cases 
the Middle Agcs are uscd to indicaie defrncr againsi physicai or social iisks. in the thiid to evokc thc idea 
of aristocratic picstige und only i i i  the last io contras1 ncgatively and represeni the aniithesis of progress. 
Anticipating the response of rhe public. iherelore. rhe publicists in these examplcs attribute rhe idea of 
armed struggle- offci~ce-defence - of the arisiocracy and of a backward pasi lo the Middle Ages. It can be 
concliided that our "unconscious Middle Agc i  is a land ofadventure. o1 knighihood and nobilily which 
belongs ro an outriloded but evocative age. Those who use the pubiicised ~>roducts fight against aitacks 
or live nobly "as they did in the Middie Ages" even if the Middle Agcs are over for evcr. 
The great success in Frarice and abroad of the comic book saga Les Tours de Bois- 
Maury, eleven volumes published between 1984 and 1998 in which the scriptwriter 
and illustrator Hermann (fiill name Hermann Huppert) rccounts the eleventh to 
twelfth century adventures of the knight Aymar. de Bois-Maury and his squire 
would otherwise be inexplicable. The illustrations are realistic and the historical 
reconstruction seerns accurate. In Hermann's wake, there was a whole series of 
comic book stories filled with fairytale characters sometimes interacling with real 
historical figures portrayed with singular faithfulness to historical sources. We are a 
long way frorn the faux-medieval pastiches of Prince Valiant, the Arthurian knight 
of Hal Foster's comics, which have been so successful since the 1930s but, despite 
a certain iconographical arid historiographical modernisation of the contemporary 
French comic strip and its imitators, the Middle Ages evoked by the bandes dessinées 
has remained essentially knightly. If we can reasonably talk today of "the graphic 
historical novel" the dorninant rnodel remains the eighteenth-century Walter Scott 
style novel.2 
It is to Scott. in fact, that ihe cinema, especially American cinema, owes a 
great many of its subjects, bcginning with the very first silent movies dedicated 
to characters such as lvanhoe and Robin Hood and continuing in the 1950% by 
which time a medieval Hollywood style had been defincd, loosely based on the 
costumes of the twelfth and thirteenth centuries (and on the comic strips of Ha1 
Foster) which held good for any subject set in the Middle Ages and not least for the 
Knights of the Round Table. Compared with this rornantic and somewhat sugary 
vision of the Middle Ages, a turnaround seems to havc occurred in the 1980s with 
John Boorman's spectacular Excalibur (1981 ). Though crudcr and more realistic 
than earlier films, Excaliburdisplays at the same time clear touches of that fantasy of 
swordplay and magic that was fashionable in those years with the American public 
in role plays.' 1n this new season of Hollywood medievalism, there is a tendency 
to cross-contamination of genres in thai hints of knighthood have begun to appear 
in science-fiction and fantasy as well. White belonging to the category of science 
fiction, the Star Wars saga transported tlie world oi the Round Table and its knights 
far into the future while, in the fantasy genre, the New Zealander Peter Jackson's 
cinematographic adaptation of Tofkien's The Lord of the Rings saga (froin 2001 to 
2003) creates a purely irnaginary Middle Ages, setting the activitics of the "Company 
of rhe Ring" in a world of markedly medieval character." And we can also cite the 
very recen1 (2008) and similar case of the film Prince Caspian, second book of the 
2. A careiul vnalysis of Hcrnlann ir 10 hr iound in Casauecchia. F. L'immaginedel medioevo nella narrativa 
di,se$nata. Bandes dessisées, Cornicx. Fumetfo. nirin: Diparlimriifo Staria dell'Univerriri di Torino, 2001: 81- 
120. On the work of the illusrraror Ha1 Foster and on rhe "graphic hislorical novel", see Bordone, Renaro. 
"Editoria Ira '800 r '900. Eurnctto", Arti e Slona ne1 Medioevo. 4. 11 Medioevo al passalo e al presente, Enrico 
Castelnuovo, Giuscppe Sergi. dirs. nirin: Einaudi, 2004: 71 1-735. 
3. l n  releience lo this sec Sanfilippo. Muireo. Camelor, Shcnvood Hollywood. Roriie: Coopei, 2006. 
4. Bordoiie, Rcnato. "Cinema e mcdiaevon. Lezioni si*/ medioevo, Dairiela Roinugnoli, dir. Guasralla: 
Comiine di Gtiastalla-Cornitara per il IX centenario del Concilio di Pieve di Guasralla, 2006: 82-84. 
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Narnia saga based on C. S. Lewis' trilogy, in which the overall style is once again 
medieval, contrihuting to the popularisation of this fashionable iconographic model. 
The origin of this new silver-screen medievalism can certainly be traced to J. 
R. R Tolkien's The Lords of the Rings which, between 1940 and 1954 and inspired 
by medieval epics, painted a complex fresco of a world of pure fantasy where the 
eterna1 struggle betweeri Good and Evil is fought out between fairy tale creatures 
(hobhits, dwarves, elves, ogres, dragons, black knights, etc) and men, enco~~ntering 
a series of challenges in a way which was typical of the chivalrous novel. However, 
Tolkien's actual success dates from the 1960s when the paperback edition of his 
novel appeared in tlie Unitcd States and immediately sold hundreds of thousands 
of copies. This success can probably be attributed to the complete otherness of its 
world from the conteinporary world system. As Tolkien himself wrote in Tree and 
Leaf in 1964, "the fairy tale as escape from the transitory", an escapism which struck 
a chord with a restless yeneration dissatisfied with the p r e s ~ n t . ~  Middle-earth thus 
mirrors the Middle Ages without ideritifying itself totally. Over the same period, 
however, among the more cultured strata of the European public, a lively interest 
was developing in a certaiii type of Middle Ages onto which research was throwiiig 
light in the spirit of the French "Annales". Le Roy Ladtirie's Montaillou (1975) and 
other books like it were unexpected bestsellers as a result of the role they gave to 
characters of lower social class, which were generally marginalised by traditional 
"great men" style histories. and the attention they dedicated to sexual mores and 
gestures, the situation of women, deviancy and poverty, al1 themes which struck 
a chord with the new cnrrents of thought tbrown up by the sexual revolution. 
feminism and the social protest moveinents of the age. This curiosity for the Middle 
Ages of the poor (or the peasantry) led in turn to an interest in the collection of 
objects relating to agricultura1 work, the rediscovery (and sometimes the outright 
invention) of lost traditions, folk songs and music, al1 with a view to rediscovering 
the expressions of a popular culture which was placed for the most part somewhat 
shallowly and without much sense of historical context into a hazy "long Middle 
Ages* stretching from the fourteenth to the beginning of the twentieth ~ e n t u r y . ~  
Thiriy years on, tltis inheritance, this twofold image -imaginary and popnlar- 
has merged into the present-day image o1 the Middle Ages in an apparently contra- 
dictory way. Alongside the pcrsistent fairy tale-knighthood model o1 the cinema. we 
are at the same time witnessing the ever inore colnmon scene of popular medieval 
festivals organised by folk groups and local councils, some of which involve costuine 
re-enactkents of episodes or characters in local history whilst others limit them- 
selves to ihe evocation of a generically medieval atmosphere. In both cases, an in- 
tegral part of the event is the organisation of a medieval dinner derived, in the best 
of cases, from a study of medieval cuisine but which can, on some occasions, res~ilt 
in unbelievable anachronisms such as the tise of potatoes or tomatocs. Such events 
5. Boidone, Renato. "iMediocvo oggi", Lo rpazio lrrterario del Medioevo. l .  11 Medioevo i a f i ~ o ,  IV L'ettualizza- 
z i o n ~  del resro. Rornc: Salema cditorc 1997: 273-276. 
6. Boidone, Renato. "Medioevo oggi" ... : 269-271. 
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often constitute an  attempt by new social groups in the province, partly relocated 
from thc major urban centres, to find a local historical basis for community activi- 
ties and, above all. to place the presuined historical roots of the local community's 
identity uneqiiivocally into the Middle Ages.' 
Where this does not effectively constitute the present-day invention oE a 
historical tradition, as is most often the case, tlicsc historical re-enactmerits 
are intended to revitalise patron saints' day festivals celebrated in the past with 
prevalently medieval costumes. There is no doubt that this "medievalisation" of 
popular festivals is determined by the logic of an event which is now, coritrary 
to past events, principally intended as a tourist attraction aimed at pulling in the 
visitors who flock in iiumber to such events. Therefore, it is this aspecl of the festival 
that hrings together the apparenily contradictory irnagiriary and philological Middle 
Ages because the cvcnt-product has to fulfil the expectations of a public with 
only elementary precusiceptions of the nature of the Middle Ages. Thus, alongside 
medieval peasants and foods prepared correctly, we again find knights and ladies, 
witches and jesiers in Iirie with the models presented ili films and advertising. 
This means the lasting image of the Middle Ages is still the traditional one 
which ihe academic debate of the recent past has done little to hring up to date but 
which, on the contrary, has beeri sitbsumed inro this highly conservative model. 
An adventurous, chivalrous Middle Ages thus remains the dominant image of the 
period, reinforcing our childhood experience of it, which once derived from pre- 
school srorytelling sessions and larer school fairytale reading. It is 11ot by chance 
that these ieel closer to the glossy faritasies of the cinema, with al1 the magical 
associations by which our currcrit concept of the Middle Ages has heen influenced, 
and in fact oiir exposure to these fairy tales may explain our imtnediate absorption 
of these later images. Ir is well known that the mechanism which sets fairytales 
in the Middle Ages dates to the interpretation of these as rhe cradle of popular 
literaturc by the first medieval Roruantics. f h e  medieval common denominator 
thus deterinined the character of most of these tales. Whatever the real origin of 
tlie fairytales then heing rewritten, castles, knights, princesses, fairies and ogres 
could only be set in the Middle Ages. It would be inicrestirig to investigate the 
extent lo which children today still read fahles, »r watch the televisiosi versions. 
Recent newspapcr surveys (April2008) would seem to indicate that "despite the large 
numbers of television programmes and serier featuring superheroes and imaginary characters, 
wkat children really love arestill k n i g h t ~ " . ~  The numerous examples of coniputer ganles 
7. Rordone, Renato. "La rnedievalizzazione del tcrnpo festivo", II reano deila vita. Le Fate  irodicionali i n  
Pien?onte. Pirrcarlii Griirialdi. 1,uciano Nattino, din. Turin: Omega, 2008: 97-106. 
8. "Mnlqiado /'alto numero di  prodorfi e serie rclevisive con si,iiereioi e oelsonaaai fantastici. la vera aasaione de; 
. ., ! t. ' . l . ;> ., . 1 1 : 1 :  ! .':,,. . . .. . ' \ ,  , , , , . r . ,  ., i < i i  l.. .,11.1 i i l l i . l i , ~ ~ .  -11,1,.. l,, li., \ ' ,<l.,, l,,, ll'. 
~ ' i i i i i i i i i ; < ,  1.i :.'.irti iiii . l i  i l ~ t  i i i  r n e  i i i ~ l  ,l h~ii: i i i :  , . , . I  i i i d  ii. .i r.> i i i a i  ,a i i , i ic  1: 1 11.c ~ i i l t  .,I 1 .ii,i:i 
~ . .  
cdiroie's children's book Conie diventare cavaliere. Mafruaie per rcudieri (llow to Retorne a Kirighl: a Squirek 
Manual)  (Dugald, Steei. Coine diveirlare cavalierr. Manualeper scudiei iMilan: Fabbii, 2007)' an  introduction 
to medieval knightllood arrd its tules speaks volunies: De Agostini's Cavalierie casteiii (I(nighrs a i ~ d  Casilos) 
(Diaon, Philip. Cavalierie carrelli. Novara. 2008) rises thrce din~ensional imagzs lo guide its young rradeis 
around rhc mcdieval casile and in tlle reconstrliction ofmcdieval lile in times of war urid peaic. Froin tlie 
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for adults or roleplay games with medieval subjects (or more often pseudo-medieval 
fantasies) also deserve attention as the huge size of their market would seem to 
indicate the popularity of the world OS knighthood among al1 age groups. 
2. The Romantic roots of the reassessment of the Middle Ages 
in chivalrous terms 
In al1 the cases analysed here, the image of a chivalrous Middle Ages would seem 
to be practically the only way of conceptualising that far-off historical period which, 
as we know, encompassed ~ n a n y  other aspects that have to a considerable extent 
determined the development of later historical periods, in political, econoinic, 
religious and social terms. The institution of knighthood remaiiis the predominant 
model of the Middle Ages in tbe popular imagination. Direct responsibility for this 
choice of emphasis, from amongst the many other aspects which could have been 
chosen, certainly lics with ihe persistcncc of the nineteenth-century Roinantic 
vision. 
The nineieenih ceniiiry as a whole, in faci, saw the conscious choice of the 
Middle Ages as ihe preferred hisiorical era of reference and contrast, traiislorming 
a historiographical concept into an existential metaphor applicable to al1 aspects 
of society. While tlie French Revolution had effectively declared the Middle Ages 
dead in political, social and econoniic terms, it had not been a definitive or paiiliess 
death. It had leSt an imrnarerial, but no  less tangible, inheritance which was soon 
to be asserted on various levels. Thus, in political terms, the Middle Ages was 
encompassed in a general process of propagandist reassessment much used by the 
Restoratinn monarchics which, in opposition to the Revolution, proposed a return 
to thc ancient regime by means of lrequent reference to the symbols of the Catholic 
and feudal Middle Ages as the foundation stones OS their claims to legitimacy, but 
also by European naiionalists and reformers for whom the Middle Ages represented 
a time of liberty. The ltalian Risorgimento made ample use of medieval symbols. 
from Pontida to Legnano cven going as far as to identify the Austrians with Emperor 
Barbarossa's G e r m a n ~ . ~  
s a n ?  piiblishing hoirse a hook with CD - Maghi, dra,qhi e cavalieri (Magicians. Dragons and I<nighis) (Melis. 
Alberto. Maghi. draghi e iavalier Novara: Dc Agostini, 2003) is availablr in which the best knowii fairy 
talcs ser in rhe world uf knighthood are told. Hints on how to make a helinet and sword are to be found 
in Cose da [ore con castelli e cavalieri (Things :o do with Casiles and I(n<qhts) (Prart, Leonie. Cose da fare con cos- 
trili e cavalitri. Milari: Edizioni Usborne, 2008). while as f a i  as games are coliceined, tlie rlassic medieval 
Playniobil dolls. complete wirh al1 accessories. contiliue to be popular as do riiose of Lego, no less well 
establislied, whirh has recenriy creiited thc "ICnight's l<ingdom" special reries ro vcconlpany itr "Lego 
Cartlr' (frorn "Leggo". 29 April 2008). 
9. Sre Bordone. Renaio. "II medioevo iiell'irnniagiiiario dell'0troccnto iruliai,~", Studi ntedievali e imma- 
,qine del medioevofra Olfocento e Novrcenro. Roine: lsrituto Storico italiana per i i  Medio Evo, 1997 (Bull~flino 
dell'istit~~to storico italiano per ilMedioeva. 100 11 9971): 109-149. 
It would, however, be inaccurate to consider the "invention of the Middle Ages" 
in the nineteenth century as merely a tool in an  ideological war, thus limiting its 
rediscovery and its impact on nineteenth-century society to this single aspect. The 
choice of the Middle Ages as a propagandist tool would appear to be the result oE 
a widespread cultural perception of it rather than its cause. The generation which, 
for the whole of the nineieenih century, resoried easily to the Middle Ages as 
an everyday metaphor, showed a great familiarity with the re-enactmerit of this 
historical period. The imitation of the past (and particularly of a broadly medieval 
past) in everyday life represented the tip of ihe iceberg of a process that, beginning 
in the arts, had spread throiigliout Enropean society and to every aspcct of it. 
This process had originally been ser in motion by the intellectuals of the Roniantic 
movement who hadtraced the originsof the nationsof Europetothefertileencounter 
between German-ness and Christianity, an encounter which had found its highcst 
cxpression, according to Friedrich Schlegel, in the creation of the Carolingian 
Empire.'O In this climate of opinion, the promotion of medieval knighthood as in 
some way relcvant to modcrn lile became a general cultural phenomenon al1 over 
Eiirope. Knighis became the preferred heroes of the riew Romantic lirerature: from 
Goethe's bleak Goek von Berlichingen in 1799 to the emotive ideological evocation 
of Chateaubriand's Génie du Christianisrne (1802) which in the chapter Dei vivere e dei 
costumi cavallereschi (Of the Life and Customs of Icnights) recounts the hehaviour of 
the medieval knight using the examples from the late chivalrous period, such as 
Joan of Are or Bertrand Duguesclin, which would soon appear in the troubadour 
art of France, where ornamentation inspired by the world of knighthood became 
commonplace even in the domestic sphere." This iendcncy clearly reached its 
apotheosis in tbe novels of Walter Scott, riot by chance also translator of Goetz von 
Berlichingen and, above all, responsible Sor the building of the Neo-Gothic castle of 
Abbotsford with its rich collection of medieval weaponry and armour.12 
This widespreaci popularity of the Romantic world of cliivalry also involved 
aciing it out, piitting life into the dry bones of the chivalrous dream. The fashion of 
weaponry collection involved al1 the social classes who coiild afford it - the middle 
classes who attempted snobbishly to imitate the new aristocratic fashions, the 
nobility who took advaniage of their heritage to polish up the family escuicheon and 
even the Restoration monarchies which based their claims to restored legitimacy on 
explicit referentes to medieval knighthood. Olivier's watercolour, dated 1815, has 
long heen considered emblematic in this respect in its portrayal of the 'Emperor 
of Austria. the Eniperor of Russia and tlie I<ing of Prussia, in medieval armour, 
10. Cited by Artifani, En~ico. "11 lncdioevo nel Romanticismo. Forme della sroiiografra tia seue e otto- 
crnro". Lospario lcrrrrario delMedioevo . . :  194. 
1 l .  As in the case of the curious tableware of Sevres decorared with thc iinages of Bcrriand Diiguesclin 
and his most fanious contemporuries as rcferred to by Renaud, Philippe. "Le décor 2 la cathédrale", Le 
"Coihique" retrnuvé avanr Zollet-Ie~Duc (Paris. exhibitiorr »i the HOlel de Sully 31 Octobir 1979.1 7 Febiuary 
19801. Parir: Caisse nationalr dcs rnonuntents hisroriqurs et des sircs. 1979: 155. 
12. Villari. ~ n i i c a .  "Intioduzione", Cavalleria. Wali i r  Scott. Turin: Bollati Boringhieri. 1991: XX-XXI. 
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swearing an oarh of loyaliy inside the Gothic cathedral of Frankfurt." No less well- 
known is the fondness of IZing Carlo Alberto of Savoy-Carignano for the world of 
knighthood, displayed in the Constitution in Turin in 1837 in the Royal Armoury 
and described by a contemporary journalist as "magnificent and surprising a spectacle as 
such displays of knightly prowess must once have been".'4 
At the Savoy court the apotheosis of the re-evocation of knighthood was the 
1842 wedding celebrations of Carlo Alberto's son in Turin dnring which a great 
tournament was organised involving more than a hundred horses mounted 
by the creme della creme of the nobility and of the Sardinian army. The rebirth of 
the tourriament had already occurred in Albion where the young Lord Eglinton, 
passionate enthnsiast of the world evoked by Walter Scotl, had organised, in 1839, a 
real tournament in medieval costume complete with knights and squires attended by 
an incredibly large crowd at his Scottish (Neo-Gothic!) castle. It should not surprise 
us to find among the numerous foreign spectators the exiled Lonis Bonaparte who 
is known to have been a friend of Engene E. Viollet-le-Duc whom he commissioned 
to organise the Imperial Coronation ceremony in 1851 and, in 1857, entrusted him 
with the fanciful restoration of the Castle of Pierrefonds, where the architect would 
recreate the "IZnightly Prowess Room" to exhibir the armoiir of which Napoleon 111, 
like Carlo Alberto, was a colle~tor. '~ 
The concept of the toumainent as the highest expression of the chivalrous spirit 
roused the enthusiasm of the Romantics for the whole of the nineteenth cenrury 
from England to the Savoy and French courts. Rut not only those of Europe: 
tournaments also took place across the Atlanlic. The profound influence of Walter 
Scott in the first half of the century had led io thc hirth of a castle-type architectural 
style in the northern American states in imitation of European residential models. 
However, it was down to the southern states to organise actual tournaments, such 
as one in Virginia in 1857 to celebrate a yonng lady's mar~iage. '~  In fact the culture 
of the southern aristocrats, contrary to that of the northern industrial elites, was 
inspired directly by humanist values which were clearly distinguishable in a concept 
oE a gentlen~an's education and the importance attribnted to a chivalrous lifescyle 
which was characterised by a sense of honour in which openly Gothic touches, 
such as those to be found in the works of the southern Edgar Allan Poe, were not 
absent. Even the Confederation's entry into war has been recently convincingly 
re-interpreted as a consequence of the "íradizione combattiva, bellicosa. pronta, nelle 
13. Castelnuovo, Enrico. "Haurecombc: un paradigma del 'Gathique troubadour"'. Giliseppe Jappclli e il 
SUD lempo. Giiiliana Maiii, dir. Padua: Liviana. 1982: 1. 136. 
14. Cited by Bordone, Renato. "Sprttacolo inagilifiio c sorprcndciite quvle daveva rssere qurllo pie- 
seniato altre volte dalle pompc cavallcreschc", Lo specchio di Shnlor~ L»ivenzione del medioevo neila culiura 
deli0ttocenio. Naples: Lijiuori. 1993: 87. 
15. On thc Eglinlon tournamenl. see Giroiiard, Maik. Ihe Rerurn lo Camelo:. Chivalry and :he Ennqiish 
Centlrman. New Havcn-London: Yale Univenily Press. 1981: on the role of Viollel-le-Duc, Eugrne E. "Le 
Chareau de Pierrefonds", Eug8ile E. Viollet-le-Duc 1814-1879. Paris: Acadeniy Editions. 1980: 64-69, 
16. On American Neo-Gothic architecture. see Bordorie. Rerialo. Lo specchio d i  Shaiot: ... : 170-171; lhe 
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the merchant and industrial world in the values of a reborn chivalry precisely as 
sustained by Digby, Literature and art then gavethis attempt an  Arthurian character, 
transforming this metaphor into an  analogy between medieval knights and modern 
gentlemen according to a practice common in the Romantic century, in which the 
Middle Ages were used above as a form of meta-language. This visual image of 
the Victorian Middle Ages would long determine the chivalrous conception of the 
Middle Ages not only in England, but in the whole of the Western world. 
3. Early signs of the rediscovery of the Middle Ages 
in the eighteenth century 
If it is to Romanticism, and in particular to its Victorian form, that we owe the 
exclusively (or almost) chivalrous image of Ihe Middle Ages, an image which 
proved itself capable of continued relevance throughout the twentieth century and 
has, in fact, survived into the contemporary baggage of cultural pre-conceptions, it 
is still necessary to trace the ways in which this model survived into nineteenth- 
century culture and was able to establish itself as the permanent archetype of any 
re-evocation of the Middle Ages. It has now been established that the nineteenth- 
century Romantic obtained an inheritance from the century which preceded it, 
which he then reworked according to the demands of his own sensibilities until he 
had succeeded in inventing a Middle Ages of bis own -both literary and social. But 
in fact interest in the Middle Ages had already been shown during the course of 
the eighteenth century, an interest which, even then, went beyond straightforward 
scientific-academic analysis." 
When the Romantic Chateaubriand described "the chivalrous pcriod" as "the only 
poetic period of our history"," 2nd described the behaviour of medieval knigfits, 
what he was actually doing was iiterally paraphrasing the text of the Mémoires sur 
l'ancienne chevalerie that Jean Baptiste de La Curne de Sainte-Palaye, member of the 
"Académie des Inscriptions" in Paris and in personal contact with Muratori, had 
already published in 1751 to immediate and enormous success not only in France 
but also in the rest of E ~ r o p e . ~ '  The eighteenth-century rediscovery of medieval 
knighthood can be placed, then, within that fervent season of antiquarian erudition 
which, since the time of Mabillon, had aimed at the publication arid study of the 
historical sources. But even then, the medieval paradigm fittered out of the hushed 
academies and studies of the erudite to take on the role of an alternative political 
and cultural model that would predominaie in the century to follow. Already 
~alia.  ed. TU&: c i t t id i  Toiino, 2002: 11-Í8. 
22. Chaieaubriatid. Réne dc. GeniodelCristiunenmo. nirin: Fontana, 1843: 521. 
23. Gorsmari, Lionel. Medievuiism and lhr ideologies of rhe Bniighlenmenr. The worid and work of La Curne de 
Sainte-Paiaye. Baltirnore: The Johri Iiopkins Press, 1968: 273. 
during the reign of the Sun King the "Académie des Inscriptions" itself had come 
down strongly in favour of the "moderns" against the "ancients" in the well-known 
literary debate in which the "moderns" represented the claims of the Middle Ages 
against the classicism of the court. It was in fact an eminent representative of 
the Académie, Henry de Boulainviller (died 1722) who, combining literary and 
institutional interests, had "rediscovered" the parliaments of the French monarcliy 
and the political system which, in the Middle Ages, had given space to the nobles 
and to developments in the provinces, in marked contras to the absolute inonarchy 
of his own  da^.'^ 
The work of de Sainte-Palaye, who took up andcontinued the research begun by 
Boulainviller himself, came under the research programme of the Academie which, 
in 1727, in the classificatory spirit of the imminent Illuminist movement, proposed 
analytic works on the Irtonuments, inscriptions, coins, habits, cusroms and laws 
of the French Middle Ages in close contact with Maurini's editorial activity. From 
1729 to 1733, Bernard de Montfaucon thus published five volumes illustrated with 
more [han 300 plates on the Monuments de la monarchie frangaise" and, in 1751, as 
mentioned ahove, the Mémoire.~ sur l'ancienne chevalerie came out. These described 
the habits and customs of the knights in picturesque terms, undcrlining the moral 
value of the institution of knighthood and reworking ir  as tlle essential basis for an 
"illuminated" monarchy, an argument which was particularly welcomed by the hc- 
reditary aristocracy as well as by those whose tities derived from civil service. 
The medieval institutions of the eighteenth century debate on the nature of law 
became a model of ideal political behaviour. Montesquieu and his Swiss disciple 
Paul-Henri Mallet glorified the "ancient liberties of the Goths" while in England the 
myth of "Saxon freedom" was reinforced, an idea which had originated at the time 
of the Great Revolution of 1640-60 and which promoted the concepts of the "mixed 
constitution" and of "parliarnentarianism".26 According to this interpretation, prior 
to the Norman Conquesr, nobles and common people had togerher elected the 
Saxon king, and after the invasion, the harons and common people perforrned the 
same role, an idea which inspired Jonathan Swift to refer to Parliament as a wise 
"Gothic in~titution".~' It should riot surprise us, then, ihat, a hundred years later, it 
was un the basis of tltis acadernic material that the Rornanlic novelist Walter Scott 
placed the theme of the Saxon-Norman antithesis at the centre of his historical 
novel. Ivanhoe. 
In the almost frenetic output of documents retating to medieval society. whilst 
French teaming emphasised a chivalrous code borrowed from historical examplcs 
24. Baridon, Michci; Lovejoy, Arthur Oncken. Le,qolhique des I.umieres. Saint-Picrre-de-Salerr~e: Gérard 
Monfort, 1991: 88. 
25. The Monuments of rhe Fiench Monarchy. Rossi Pinrlli iinderlines the imponance of these: Rossi 
Pinelii, Oricrta. 11 secolo della ra$ione e delle rivolusioni. La culmra visiva nel seltecento europeo. Turin: UTET, 
2000: 224-225. 
26. Baridon. Michel; Lovejoy, Arrhiii Oncken. Le jorhique des Lumieres ... : 84-86: the referentes to Mon- 
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taken from the end of the Middle Ages, putting forward characters "sans tache et 
sans reprocheo such as Baiardo and Duguesclin (not by chance taken up later by 
Chateaubriand), English scholars turned above al1 to the poetic soiirces, publishing 
in the 1760s works such as Richard Hurd's Letters on Chivalry and Romance (1762) 
and Thomas Percy's Reliques of Ancient English Poetry (1765) thus promoting the 
chivalroiis novel set in Arthurian times which was to be so successful in the second 
Romanlic period. But ir is precisely in these years that the Middle Ages found its 
way from erudite studies into a literary re-working. Well before the Romantic 
historical novel first appeared, in fact, the chivalrous Middle Ages becanie both 
subject and setting of an imaginative re-working in Thomas LeIand Longsword's 
novel of 1762, eloquently entitled A Tale oflhivalry, Love and Religion. Only two years 
later, in 1764, the better known The Castleof Otranto by Horace Walpole, father of the 
gothic novel, appeared, in which ihe Middle Ages took on a new mysterious and 
terrifying character in lirie, cerlainly, with that aesthetic of the sublime celebrated 
by Edmund Burke in 1756 in the Enquiry, but acquiring, at the same time, a nature 
which it would find diíficult to shake off and a part of which has remained with it 
to our day.2R 
In this work, the main character is very definitely the castle itself but it is im- 
portant to point out immediately the very close inter-connection that caslle and 
knighthood had acquired over the preceding decades, particularly in the architec- 
rural and decorative re-working of the Middle Ages. It was Walpole himself, in fact, 
who built Strawberry Hill "castle", a lariciful Neo-Gothic residerice built in 1750 to 
house his collecfion of armour and other curious o b j e c t ~ , ~ ~  in an attempt io create, 
not just an ideal Middle Ages, but a real one too, identified closely with knighthood, 
into which to plunge and in which to merge with the dreamed-up world. Further 
proof -arid not of minor importance- that the eighteenth century anticipated the 
medieval re-evocation of the following century. 
It was in England that, starting in the eighteenth century, in the wake of the now 
established myth of "Saxon freedom", in arder to exalt their traditional autonomy 
from the monarchy, many provincial nobles commissioned architects, stich as 
Vanbrugh, to build castles and villas in a loosely medieval-inspired style, a Gothic 
which was sometimes Palladian or 'rocaille and more decorative than philological 
but which, would, over the course of the century, link up with a parallel revolution 
in landscape gardening which was also inspired by ideas of liberty (the freedom 
o1 nature as opposed to the formal garden) while the ideological and political 
motivation behind the architectural re-working of the Middle Ages began to fade.30 
Thus, during the eighteenth century, academia, the political debate and the new 
28. On this. see Bordorie, Renato. LoipecchiodiShaloft . . :  164.166. 
29. Fraiici, Giovaniia. "11 piaciie cffirncro del collerionari", Strawherry-Hill, Horacc Walpole. Palermo: 
Sellerio, 1990: 17. 
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na emnlempoianea, Gioigio Siliioncini, ed. Milan: Guerini e Ass, 1997: 215-226. 
style of architecture built up around the Middle Ages that highly emotive aura that 
wouid later accompany any sort of re-evocation of the period. 
4. Chivalry as the "religion of the aristocracy" 
At this point, it is necessary to consider the question al the heart of an  
understanding of wtiat we can describe as the myth of knighthood in European 
culture over lhe last three centuries. Where did the assortment of rituals and myths 
that were attributed to the institution of knighthood in this period come from, and 
how had they survived the then far-off demise of the Middle Ages? 
Ir isimportant, firstiy, to identify theelements that made up this myth. The cavalry, 
technically a military corps with a precise role within the traditionaf armed Eorces, 
survived into the twentieth century. The figure of the gentleman knight, whose role 
as courtier had been deíinitively established in the Renaissance, also stili existed, 
though he had uiidergone a transformation which had enabled him to retain his 
dignity as knight and soldier but had added to it a familiarity with the arts which gave 
hiin a higher social status.31 Lastly, a culture of chivalry, refined during the Middfe 
Ages and the early modern period, consisting of a hehavioural code of prevalently 
literary derivation, also still existed. These aspects together contributed over time to 
the establishment of a trans-national dimerision to European knighthood, gathering 
together its members and reinforcing their reciprocal ties in Orders of Icnighthood 
of great social prestige. Eighteenth- and nineteenth-century re-evocations united 
these elements into a whole which took little account of the real historical origins of 
the institution of knighthood or of the modifications to which it had subsequently 
been subject. 
These origins relate -as is well knownj2- to the need to defend and protect the 
social order as identified by the Church in the rex-bellator and extended to its vassals. 
the bellatores. The milites assisted the king in military matters thus extending their 
role. Their investiture mirrored, a t a  lower level, that of the king, and it was from the 
king that their virtues and their responsibilities derived. The concept of knighthood 
was even tlien evidently an ideological construction refined by the aristocracy and 
the Church initially to bring under control the easily infiamed group of warriors 
on horsehack withoiit financia] means, ernployed by the lords of the castles, to 
give them social functions arid group ideals and to channel their violence into the 
Crusades against the Muslims. More than the Church, however, it was the literature 
of the chivalrous novel that had given tlie knight a behavioural modet hased on 
the union hetween innate qualities -fighting capacity- and acquired virtues 
-courtesy, valour, generosity, good manners and a respect for women idealised in 
31. fundamental. on this rul?jecl, is the wide-ranging study of Dornenichelli, Mario. Cavaliere e gen- 
liluomo ... : 176-177. 
32. For ail this. see Duby, Gcorge. Lospecchio deifeudaiesimo. Rorne-Bari: Laterru. 1981. 
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romantic love- that rogether led to the development of a chivalrous ethic which 
would later establish itself as a behavioural code." In the late Middle Ages al1 this 
would develop into a complex recreational structure inade up of tournainents, 
jousts and pas d'armcs which were intended to present knighthood itself as the 
"dream of a better life" according to Huizinga'si4 still relevant definition. This self- 
representation, however, had not yet been emptied of its retationship to actual 
combat in which the knight continued to take his exalted emotive and ideoiogical 
status both onto the battlefield and into the tournaments. 
The demise of knighthood as an instrument of combat, however, had already 
occurred in the fifteenth century with the new widespread use of firearms and the 
overwhelming strengtll of the infantry which would hecome decisive in particuiar 
in the century to follo~v. The battles fought between those of Agincourt and Mohkcs 
were little more than a succession of massacres for the knights. It is perhaps this 
which necessitated that re-working of the knight's identity on the basis of a iiterary 
re-elaboration -os invention- of his past, and an ever more rigid behavioural 
ritualism as dernonstrated all over Europe by the wealth of chivalrous poems and 
the new popularity of the ceremonial orders. In fact, the re-elaboration of the 
medieval chivalrous literature in the Anglo-Saxon world dates from tliis period, 
encompassing Malory's version of the previous Arthunan works and the appearance 
of the Elizabethan Spencer's "Faerie Queene", while his contemporaries Boiardo and 
Ariosto returned to the Orlando theme taken from the literature of the Carolingian 
cycle. The architecture of the castles of the fifteenth century also follows this logic 
as has been noted in the case of the Savoy castle o1 Ripaglia, restored in 1433-1434 
and transformed by Amedeo VI11 into the headquarters of the Order of St Maurice 
in which the architectural design was based on models of chivalrous life rather than 
requirements of defence.)' 
Until the first years of the ltalian Wars, foughi between the French and the Spanish 
in the first half of the sixteenth century, knights on both sides could still convince 
themselves that their behaviour was inspired by a code of honour and a spirit of ioyal 
competition which, despite evcrything, had survived the transformation in military 
techniques and continued to play an integral part in their culture. It stilf happened 
that, during exhausting tactical battles involving sieges os winter encampments. 
the officers of the two sides took the opportunity for personal os group combat - 
jousts os tournaments- keeping stricrly to the rules of chivalry and offering tlieir 
personal armour as a prize os ransom in the case of defeat. The "Barletta challenge" 
-~~~~~p~~~p 
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fought in 1503 between ltalian and French champions (Baiardo was among the 
French) is an importani case in point. Combat thus became spectacle, taking on 
a sporting character which had always characterised knights' cervices in tinies of 
peace.'Whilst the sixteenth century saw the total demise of this practice, it left a 
deep mark in European culture which, once the Middle Ages had been left behind 
in historical terms, looked back nostalgically al its real or imagined traditions. Even 
the castle model featured in this precocious rediscovery of the chivalrous Middle 
Ages is shown by the large xiumber of ltalian (but not solely) castles built with 
corner towers, sometinies battlemented, and drawbridges in the second half of 
the sixteerith century, witliout any miiitary function, but intended :o becorne, as 
in the case of those built by the Este family, backdrops for a court of "passionate 
readers of chivalrous p~ems".~'  The most important evidence on the extent to which 
the institution of knighthood had now been transformed into a literary myth is 
represented by Cervantes' unfortunate Hidalgo, "reduced to madness by excessive 
reading, the main character of the last chivalrous book who himseifencompasses them al1 and 
annihilates them alP.'s 
Ir was a parody of a knighthood which was no longer relevant, but which was 
stitt popular al1 over the West, perhaps because it really represented the more poetic 
"invenfjon" of ihe Middle Ages as a model of social behaviour (particularly in its 
Renaissance re-working) in direct contact with that other medieval invention, in 
the juridical field, the concept of bloodline nobility. Both were ambiguous enough 
lo be open to interpretation and misappropriation in a long, iormented process of 
refineinelit which bore definitive fruit only after :he Middle Ages was over or at  least 
at the end of it but the two were linked in the influence they had on each other. In a 
secular society in which war h.ad been the common denominator io the extent that 
it had determined, among the intclleciuals of the day since the eleventh century, not 
oiily the distinction between bellatores and laboratores but had also attributed social 
and political hegemony to ihe former -the dominant class could only be military. 
And anyone who fought inevitably took on associations of command as happeried 
lo the first warriors on horseback, despite their modest origins, who, residing with 
their lords. absorbed their prestige in ihe eyes of both powerless and powerful io 
the extent that in peacetime the "chivalrous" lifestylc was conlrnoii to both lords 
and vassals3? There were then moments ai which -dcpending on the region- the 
"nobiesse de fait" of the great lords cotild be transformed into "noblesse de droii" 
only lhrough cliivalrous adoubenrent. The reciprocal nature of the process is clear 
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, even though it occurred naturally. and not without exceptions, distinctions and 
cont radic t ion~~~.  In the end, however, the knight -as we have seeii- ideritified 
himself with the "gentil huomo", that is, with the rightful noblemaii. 
Chivatry as the "religion" of the nobility would appear to have been already 
established at the end of the Middle Ages at the exact moment, that is, at which its 
military function had largely disappeared: ir had its own sacred texts, represented by 
chivalrous novels, its own rites based on these (tournaments. jousts, pas d'arines) 
and to its disciples it could refer to a mythical moment of perfection at its origins 
("O gran bonta dei cavalieri antiqui" 'O greai goodness of the ancient knights"). 
Another extraordinary medieval "invention" descended from this. the "myth of 
knighthood, which had developed around the figures especially of Arthur. but 
also Charlemagne, which was comparable to the ciassical mythoiogy of the Greek- 
Roman civilisation in terms of its meaning and considerable refinement but also in 
terms of irs functional importante to the civilisation of the Western Middle Ages and 
its widespread popular character. 
When, with Humanism and even more with the Renaissance, the gods of 
Olyinpus were rediscovered alongside canons considered to be of Classical origin, 
this "rcligion of chivalry" went into partial crisis in that it was linked to an era 
at this point judged by the historians of the day to be an intrusion, a traumatic 
interruption of Classical antiquity to which they intended to restore their 
connection. Tllc adoption of the concept of the "Middle Ages", in facr, constitured 
not so much a new classification of human history as inuch as ari expunging from it 
of a historical period now judged negatively, thus creating a n  antagonistic dualism 
between classicism and non-classicism. The reaction of the knight-noble, heir to 
this outdated world, varied according to country and the greaier or lesser impact on 
it of the new Renaissance spiril -which, in Italy, would transform the knight into 
courtier- and where the new political scenarios were taking it. But i r  was above 
al1 the asserticin of absolute monarchy which hit particularly hard aristocracies of 
medieval origin and of chivalrous inspiration, which had seen iii Arthur the "j'irst 
among equals", "a soi~ereign strictly limited by fiudal right.9 in his exercise of power and 
subject to the savne moral andpolitical rules as tke knigktho~d".~'  In the French inonarchy, 
for example, roya1 propaganda aimed at diminishing the prestige of the nobility in 
the sixteenth century fantasised about ridiculous or even immoral rights exercised 
by nobles in the Middle Ages thus giving rise to the myth of "ius prime noctis# (or 
"droit de cuissage") which would latcr strike a popular chord in the popular image of 
the Middle A g e ~ . ~ '  In any case, new economic and social forces were emerging in 
Europe and, where it had not renewcd itself, threatening the prestige of the ancient 
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"bloodline noble" and reducing the si~rviving traces of the chivalrous tradition to 
empty iormalities. If in some sense the continuity of the ancient chivalrous spirit 
was thus interrupted, it re-emerged culturally in thc academic re-discovery of the 
Middle Aees and sometimes with oolitical connotations. as we have seen. in Frarlce 
- 
in the Académie's struggle against classicisin/absolutism. 
The re-evaluation of the knighthood, therefore, formed part of a more general 
interest in the Middle Ages, Ghich developed ir, the climate of lively ciriosity 
that characterised the eighteenth century, intolerant of canons and rules and 
already searching Ior the primitive and "barbarie" origins oE European civilisation 
foliowing a direction wllich was brought to fruition ai the end of the century 
by an incipient Romanticism. From the rediscovered Middle Ages the bourgeois 
intellectuals, attracted by aristocratic hints of behavioural models based on heroism 
and courtesy, favoured the "new myth" of knighthood which had come into 
being. The nineteenth century, as we have seen, did the rest by means of arinour 
collections, costume tournaments, Neo-Gothic castles, pseudo-historical artistic 
represenlations and, above all, thanks ro the extraordinary popularisation thai 
took place via popular advertising. The more any real traces of the Middle Ages 
gradually disappeared from the fabric of a progressively industrialising society the 
more the dream grew -prometed at various levcls- until it culminated in the 
social model of a "chivalrous" elite. Then, with the First World War -the last war 
with some chivalrous aspects- the sun finally set on that generous representation 
of a fully lived life. Perhaps the nostalgia for it survived in a world which had left 
no space for dreams, except for the dry bones of those traces oí the Middle Ages 
recreated by the nineteenth century which, unconsciously, continiie to survive 
today. 
